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The Most
Important
Number in
Business
REDUCE STRESS, INCREASE PERFORMANCE
MARGINS AND BREAKEVEN ARE POWERFUL TOOLS. A FORMER
CLIENT USED BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS TO INCREASE HIS NET
PROFIT 808% BY REDUCING SALES 37%!
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THE MOST IMPORTANT NUMBER IN BUSINESS
“What would it take to double your profit?” I was talking to Brent, a
contractor. We had rearranged his income statement, and his margins were
visible for the first time.
“What do you mean?” he asked.
“I mean, based on last year, how much more would you have to sell to double
your net profit?”
“I don’t know, probably not double, but something close to that.”
“How about 10.8%?”
“You’re kidding me,” he answered, “ten percent more would have doubled my
profit last year?”
“Yep.”
“How do you figure that?”

APPLYING MARGINS
Great question. Once we know, we can easily get answers to a lot of interesting
and useful questions. Answers to transform guesses into informed decisions and
to make a huge impact on profit. All of the questions can be answered by
applying the concept of “breakeven” to the most important number in business
operations: Margins.
If you're like a lot of people, you don't like numbers, but hang in there.
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Margins and breakeven provide an alternative to the “gut” decisions we have all
lived to regret.
We’ll keep the numbers to the minimum necessary to get an idea of how
important they are. Once you have the concepts down, your accountant can do
the number crunching while you make the decisions.
To fully appreciate the power of margins and breakeven, view the information
below to clarify a few key concepts.

OUR SHARE OF THE SALES DOLLAR
Margins are our share of the sales dollar. If we sell something for $1.00 that cost
$.60 to produce, the remaining .40¢is our share. The .40¢is all that remains to
pay fixed costs and to accumulate as profit.
Margins are the most important number in business operations because margins
enable us to calculate breakeven, which enables us to answer important
questions.
Let's use the simple income statement below to answer some common
questions:
HOW MUCH DO I HAVE TO SELL TO START MAKING A PROFIT?
In the example, margins are 40%, which means there is 40¢ of each dollar left to
pay overhead and profit. Overhead is $3,000 which, divided by 40¢, shows that
it takes $7,500 in sales to break even. The remaining $2,500 in sales times 40¢
accumulates as $1,000 profit.
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HOW MUCH DOES A SALESMAN HAVE TO SELL TO PAY FOR HIMSELF?
If we pay the salesman $5,000 per month, his salary makes up $5,000 of our
fixed costs. The $5,000 divided by 40¢ means he has to sell $12,500 per month
to break even on his salary.
HOW MUCH WOULD A NEW SALESMAN HAVE TO SELL TO PAY FOR HIMSELF
AND HIT A TARGET MARGIN?
None of us hire a salesman to just pay for himself. We want him to make us
money! Let’s say we want him to pay for himself and make an additional $10,000
margin each month. His total target is now $15,000, which, divided by 40¢,
means he has to sell $37,500 each month. (Useful information when setting
sales quotas!)
HOW MUCH MORE DO WE HAVE TO SELL TO PAY FOR A NEW TRUCK?
We’ve got our eyes on a new $60,000 Ford F150 pickup. The price is okay,
especially since we can finance it for less than $1,000 per month. But how much
do we have to sell to pay for it? Over the lifetime of the truck, we would have to
sell $60,000 divided by 40¢, or $150,000 to break even - and that’s before
interest, operating and repair costs.
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HOW MUCH MORE DO WE HAVE TO SELL TO RECOVER INCOME LOST TO
DISCOUNTS?
A lot of us use price discounts to attract more customers. When considering a
discount strategy, it’s a good idea to know how many more customers we have
to attract to break even on the cost of the discounts in order to avoid discount
disaster. This calculation is a little more complex than the others, but if we have
a 40% margin and run a 20% discount promotion, our sales have to double just to
break even on the discount. (At 35% margins, sales have to increase two and
one-third times to recover the cost of a 20% discount.)
HOW MUCH LESS COULD WE SELL IF WE RAISED OUR PRICES?
Most of us are scared to raise prices because we’re afraid of losing sales. When
considering a price increase, it’s useful to know how many sales we could lose
before higher prices affect our gross profit. Again, this is a more complex
calculation, but if we have 40% margins and raise prices by 20%, we can lose 33%
of our sales and keep the same gross profit. Bummer. We’d be making the same
money working one third less.
Download a free discount calculator to see how much more you have to sell if
you lower your prices and a free price increase calculator to see how much less
you have to sell if you raise them.

HOW DO YOU FIGURE THAT?
Now to Brent’s question: Based on last year, how much more would he have to
sell to double his net profit?
For this one, we’ll use his actual income statement. The target was to double
his $160,000 net profit.
How did I know a 10.8% increase in sales would do it? The P&L looked like this:
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Per dollar of sales
Sales

$3,700,000

$1.00

Variable costs - 2,220,000
Gross profit

60%

= 1,480,000

Fixed costs

- 1,320,000

Net profit =

160,000

40%

Brent was past breakeven, which meant margins from new sales would
accumulate entirely as profit.
To see what it would take, I divided $160,000 by 40¢ to get $400,000, which is
10.8% of his original $3.7 million sales.

IS THERE ANOTHER WAY?
When we start thinking about margins, we find all sorts of uses for them.
For example, what would happen if Brent increased his margins from 40% to
45%?
His sales of $3.7 million times 5% means he would generate an additional
$185,000 gross profit on the same sales. The entire $185,000 would flow to the
bottom line, more than doubling his net profit! What if he could raise sales 10.8%
and increase margins 5%? His net profit would rise to $525,000, or 3.25 times.
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HOW DO YOU INCREASE MARGINS?
By paying attention Sample
to them. Income Statement
By doing a better job controlling freight costs, credit card charges, purchase
quantity discounts, sales commissions, inventory levels, discounts, price
decisions, scheduling and so on.
Every one of us can improve margins once we realize how important they are.”
The above are just a few examples of the many ways margins and breakeven
help make informed decisions. There are many more. Every business decision
has a cost or target component, and every cost or target has a breakeven. We
become a “walking around breakeven calculator” who can make informed
decisions quickly on virtually any business question by knowing one number,
margins.
To put margins and breakeven to use, we have to:
1. Separate our variable and fixed costs
2. Calculate our margins as a percentage of sales
3. Divide our target amount by margins to find to breakeven or hit a target
If that sounds tedious, get a good accountant to do it for you. Our job is not to
compile numbers, but rather to use the information to make better business
decisions.
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HOW ABOUT YOU?
Could you sell 10.8% more if you knew it would double your profit? Have you
ever wondered how to make informed business decisions?
If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to mail me at
Martin@annealbc.com or visit www.annealbc.com

LEARN MORE FROM MARTIN AT ANNEALBC.COM

Martin Holland
Martin Holland is the son of a successful entrepreneur. He grew up hearing about
margins and markets, R&D and sales, risk and return on investment. He learned to love
the language and rigors of business and grew to believe that business is both the most
human of all endeavors and the highest calling. After selling a company in 2011, Martin
became a coach in order to help other owners build profitable businesses that do not
require their day-to-day involvement.
A native of Norman, Martin earned a B.A. degree from Hastings College in Hastings,
Nebraska and a Masters in Business Administration degree from the University of
Oklahoma. Over the past 7 years he has written business plans that have raised over
$52.4 million in bank and investor financing. He has helped 157 (and counting) business
owners reduce stress and increase performance through clarity of purpose, better
marriages, more money, and more free time away from the business.

